About the SBI™ Event
“I believe that game changing your organisation’s performance is much easier than many might imagine
and I would like to share with you how these performance gains can be delivered in practice” Ashley
Bookman, CEO, Momentum
Systemic Business Improvement™ (SBI) focuses on transforming the often unconscious thought
processes and attitudes which are the real underlying cause of all organisational problems. The
approach provides an organisation-wide frame of reference which improves employee engagement,
enhances cross-functional working and transforms leadership vision and behaviour. It delivers
significant reform to anything which impacts human, operational and financial efficiency.

How will you/your organisation benefit from this event?
The event will build an understanding of exactly how thinking and mindsets within an organisation can
significantly support or hinder its performance, share best practice and experience from leading
organisations and provide practical guidance for those leading change. Participants will also have the
opportunity to network share ideas and experiences with each other and to our expert team.
“The event was stimulating, inspiring and highlighted the benefits of keeping an open mind and
different ways of thinking to drive organisational performance. The methods of delivering real cultural
change were practical, achievable and really resonated.”
Anna Storti, Head of SME Deposits | Head of Home Insurance | Virgin Money

Topics we will cover include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing a new paradigm for business development
Using Task Orientation® to triple business revenues
Unifying the organisation - breaking down silos
Cutting through organisational stagnancy and accelerating business progress
How to game change your own personal performance
Increasing the value you bring to your organisation
Big wins through a collaborative mindset
Transforming employee engagement

Who should attend?
This informative and interactive event will be useful to anyone responsible for organisational
performance from employee engagement, people development and positive mental health to culture
change, increasing productivity and profitability and includes but is not limited to senior leaders, HR,
L&D, organisational change and development and business development.

Speakers – To be confirmed
Where: The Runnymede on Thames, Windsor Road, Egham, TW20 0AG
When: Tuesday 13 November 2018
Welcome Tea & Coffee from 9:15am
Start: 10:00am
Close: 5:00pm

